Dynamic nature of the intramolecular electronic coupling mediated by a solvent molecule: a computational study.
We present a combined Molecular Dynamics/Quantum Chemical study of the solvent-mediated electronic coupling between an electron donor and acceptor in a C-clamp molecule. We characterize the coupling fluctuations due to the solvent motion for different solvents (acetonitrile, benzene, 1,3-diisopropyl-benzene) for the charge separation and the charge recombination processes. The time scale for solvent-induced coupling fluctuation is approximately 0.1 ps. The effect of these fluctuations on the observed rate is discussed using a recently developed theoretical model. We show that, while the microscopic charge transfer process is very complicated and its computational modeling very subtle, the macroscopic phenomenology can be captured by the standard models. Analyzing the contribution to the coupling given by different solvent orbitals, we find that many solvent orbitals mediate the electron transfer and that paths through different solvent orbitals can interfere constructively or destructively. A relatively small subset of substrate-solvent configurations dominate contributions to solvent-mediated coupling. This subset of configurations is related to the electronic structure of the C-clamp molecule.